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Abstract — In this paper, we analyze the use of the bodypowered split-hook prosthetic terminal device, which is the
most commonly used upper-limb prosthesis. We developed two
taxonomies of split-hook use, one on grasp shape and one on
force exertion, illustrating the functional capabilities and use
cases of the device. Video captured from an amputee using a
body-powered split-hook during a number of common
activities was used to lend weight to the completeness of the
classifications. These taxonomies serve to establish a common
language and means of comparing the types of grasps
achievable by simple terminal devices to those of advanced
myoelectric terminal devices or even human hands. The first
taxonomy categorizes the grasp type based on the contacts with
the environment while the second is categorized by the method
and limitation of force exertion. We discuss the difference
between grasps capable of holding objects compared to those
that are capable of acquiring objects and the importance of
non-prehensile uses of the split-hook. The classification
schemes lay the groundwork for further detailed study of splithook use, and the discussion of the use cases described may
help guide terminal device developers to create improved
prostheses.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Although hundreds of prosthetic terminal devices are
available, ranging from task specific devices to almost
indiscernible cosmetic replicas of human hands [1], the
voluntary opening split-hook (shown in Fig. 1) is widely
accepted as the most commonly utilized functional terminal
device [2]. Even with advanced multi-fingered and multiDOF myoelectric terminal devices now available on the
market, many prosthetists and amputees still turn to the
body-powered split-hook due to its proven robustness,
performance, low cost, and light weight [3], and many
amputees who have learned to utilize the split hook without
any major difficulties are reluctant to switch to a newer
technology with a long learning curve.
Researchers have long categorized and organized human
hand grasp types to better understand and emulate the
capabilities of human manipulation. An early taxonomy
divides human grasps into six main categories: cylindrical,
tip, hook, palmer, spherical, and lateral based on the
approximate shape of the hand while grasping an object [4].
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This was later extended to a more complex human hand
grasp taxonomy by Cutkosky based on the grasp types
required in a manufacturing environment [5]. Manipulation
taxonomies have also been proposed that classify the
relative motion between the object and hand rather than the
“shape” of the grasp [6]. The information on human hand
use is commonly collected through observation and through
the analysis of film collected in a natural use setting. A
recent study by Zheng et al. analyzed video footage of
human hand use taken during non-structured tasks for
machinists and housemaids [7]. By recording each grasping
task, the relative distribution of grasp types was measured.
In this paper, we present two sub-classifications of splithook prosthesis use to enable a better understanding of the
functional capabilities and usage of this class of terminal
devices. While the specific pose or shape of the hook with
relation to the object may help to define the grasp type, it
was also observed that within different grasp types there are
multiple limitations to the forces that can be exerted on the
object. For this reason, we separated our look at the splithook into two taxonomies. The first is based on the nature
of contact with an object, while the second is based on the
types of force exertion that can be utilized.
There has been relatively little work related to thorough
classifications of split-hook usage that focuses on the
function of the device instead of the task. While the majority
of studies on prosthesis use to date has primarily involved
written surveys of users (e.g. [8]), others have supplemented
with follow up visits to the amputee’s home to observe the
use of the device in the normal and unstructured
environment [9]. As far as the authors are aware, all of these
studies focus on high-level function (e.g. usage frequency,
classes of tasks) without detail on the specific ways in
which the device is used. The most relevant study that we
were able to identify was performed by Fraser in 1998, in
which 66 amputees were videotaped at their homes using
their terminal device while performing a set of common
tasks [10]. The video was then analyzed and each action
involving the terminal device was categorized into a
manipulative or non-manipulative category. The secondary
categories included, grip, release, hold, transfer, support,
steady, etc. While generally a very thorough study, it did not
focus on specifics of the device usage and the categorization
was broad enough to cover the wide range of devices used,
including purely cosmetic terminal devices.
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Figure 1. Standarrd features of the body
b
powered splitt-hook terminal deevice. Here, the thhree views show thhe classic Hosmer Dorrance 5XTi hoook shape
and the method off operating the hoo
ok using a body-po
owered control cab
ble.

We are inteerested in study
ying the speciffics of split-ho
ook
tyype terminal device
d
usage with
w enough detail
d
to identify
sspecific desig
gn shortcomin
ngs and areaas that can be
im
mproved, and therefore wou
uld like a detailed classificatiion
sscheme. We begin
b
this papeer with a detaailed look at the
t
ddesign of the split
s
hook and
d methods used
d to develop the
t
taaxonomies. We
W then presen
nt and discuss the taxonomies,
inncluding wayss to extend it to
o other devicee types as well as
uutilize it to im
mprove and refine future terminal deviice
ddesigns.
II.

METHODS

A
A. Description
n of Split-Hookk
The split-ho
ook terminal device
d
has chaanged little sin
nce
thhe original paatent was awarrded to David W. Dorrance in
11912 [11]. Desp
pite its crude aesthetic
a
appeaarance, it remaiins
thhe most popullar terminal deevice for uppeer limb amputeees
[2].
t split hook consists of tw
wo
In the most basic form, the
gers shaped to form a hook (ssee
tiitanium or staiinless steel fing
F
Fig. 1). The in
nside of the fin
ngers is coated
d with a layer of
N
Nitrile or Neo
oprene grip maaterial to incrrease the surfaace
ffriction and prrevent objects from being scratched
s
by the
t
m
metal hooks. The
T grip matterial has an additional bullge
ffeature (sometiimes called the “cigarette no
otch”) that hellps
ggrasp slender, long
l
cylindricaal objects similar to a pencil or
ccigarette. At th
he base of the fingers there are
a two opposiing
ggrip surfaces called
c
the clam
mp. These plattes have a sm
mall
ccutout in the center to provide addition
nal support and
a
nnaturally centerr cylindrical ob
bjects along an
n axis in line with
w
thhe wrist. The intended
i
purpo
ose of the clam
mp is to providee a
ggripping surfacce on anotherr plane to thatt of the fingeers.
A
Also, the clamp
p can provide a much largerr grip force sin
nce
thhe contact poin
nts are closer to
o the pivot point of the device.
The top fingeer has a long feeature protrudiing perpendicu
ular
too the plane of the finger. Thiis feature is caalled the “thum
mb”
aand supports the
t attachmentt point for th
he body-powerred
ccontrol cable and
a serves as a contact po
oint for graspiing
ssimilar to the way
w the human
n thumb base and
a palm support
thhe back side of a pencil (ssee Fig 1, cen
nter image). The
T
length of the thumb determ
mines the mom
ment arm of the
t
ccontrol cable about
a
the hingee at the base of
o the fingers. In

the volluntary-openingg style terminaal device, as seen in Fig.
1, the ffingers are connstantly being held together by a set of
elastic bands. A pulll of the bodyy-powered conntrol cable,
usuallyy accomplishedd through rellative movemeent of the
user’s shoulders or uupper arm, oveercomes the foorce of the
elastic bands and oopens the finngers. The nuumber and
mines the forcee placed on
strengthh of the elasticc band determ
an objeect when it is bbeing gripped in the device. A tradeoff
to havinng a higher nuumber of elasticc bands is the increase in
fatigue associated witth pulling the ccontrol cable.
The major benefitss of the split hhook are attribbuted to its
weight and durabilityy. The standarrd Hosmer Doorrance 5X
split-hoook weighs onnly 213 grams as compared tto 400-600
grams ffor modern myyoelectric handds [12]. Also, because of
the sim
mple metal connstruction userrs do not needd to worry
about eenvironmental factors such aas heat and abbrasion [2].
When m
manipulating ssmaller objectts, the thin proofile of the
fingers does not obsttruct the view of the object. This is an
importaant factor whhen comparingg hooks with functional
hands. While we foocus the taxoonomies on thhe Hosmer
Dorrannce 5x style hoooks, the resultss apply to mostt classes of
split-hoook type teerminal deviices. Howevver, small
differennces such as laack of the “thuumb” or additioonal finger
design features mayy require slight modificatioons to the
results,, as described llater.
B. Terrminology
In oorder to removee ambiguity, w
we have definedd the terms
that willl be used withhin the taxonom
my.
 Prehensile – The object is intended too be fully
supported wiithin the term
minal device w
without the
requirement oof gravity to hoold the object inn place.
 Contact – Pooint of interactiion between thhe terminal
device and the object or envvironment.
 Grip Securityy – Ability to maintain the grasp with
external distuurbances applieed to the objectt.
 External Forrce – A force applied to thhe external
world that woould require aan equal force to support
the terminal device. Thesee types of loads would
include pushiing, pulling, or lifting.
 Internal Forcce – A force thhat is created bbetween the
fingers of thee terminal device. These typees of forces
include pincching and graasping in a prehensile
fashion.
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Figure 2. Video
o frames showing different grasp types
t
exhibited by
y a
unilateral body-po
owered split-hook user.

C
C. Method of Establishing
E
Ta
axonomies
The presenteed taxonomies were generateed after thorou
ugh
ddiscussions bettween the auth
hors, one of wh
hich is a 10-yeear
uuser of a Hosm
mer Dorrance 5X-Ti, voluntarry-opening bod
dyppowered split--hook. In add
dition, over 5 hours of vid
deo
ffootage was acquired
a
of th
hat author’s hook
h
use duriing
nnumerous actiivities, includ
ding hygienic tasks, laund
dry,
ccooking/eating meals, and staandard office style
s
work. Fig
g. 2
sshows four sam
mple frames fro
om the video in
n which the ho
ook
is being used to
o accomplish simple
s
tasks. The
T video footaage
w
was gathered using a head mounted web
bcam and vid
deo
rrecording systeem similar to the
t system useed in [7], and the
t
uuser was recorrded while in his natural ho
ome setting. Th
his
vvideo data waas studied by all the autho
ors and used to
vvalidate the tax
xonomies, with
h the authors categorizing
c
eaach
ggrasp or interaaction seen in
n the video according
a
to the
t
ddeveloped claassification scchemes to ensure
e
that no
aadditional categ
gories were required. The ex
xamples depictted
inn Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are baased on those seen within the
t
rrecorded video.
III.

RESULTS

A
A. Grasp-baseed Split-hook Taxonomy
T
The grasp tax
xonomy (Fig. 3)
3 attempts to capture any way
w
thhe split-hook is
i used to interact with the environment.
e
We
W
ffirst divided the interactions into a no
on-prehensile or
pprehensile cattegory, in a similar way
y to the no
onm
manipulative and
a manipulativ
ve category ussed by [10]. The
T
nnon-prehensile category was
w
then subd
divided by the
t
loocations of co
ontact on the hook.
h
It was sh
hown that almo
ost
aall surfaces of the hook inclu
uding the tip, front,
f
thumb, and
a
innner surface were
w
used in a non-prehensille manner. Theese
tyypes of interacctions were useed to provide sttabilizing actio
ons
aand often in assistance to the able haand. In standaard
ppresentations of
o terminal dev
vice grasping capabilities,
c
theese
im
mportant aspects are often overlooked.
o
Th
he rigidity of the
t
hhook and the shape
s
help it to perform the non-prehenssile
tyype interaction
ns more predicttably.
The prehensiile category is
i first sub-diivided based on

whetheer the fingers aare used. Althhough the fingers are the
main pprehensile featuure of the spliit-hook, graspiing objects
with thhe outer surfacee of the fingers was also obsserved (e.g.
the “finnger/exterior” grasp, with a roll of tape), as well as
within the “clamp”. For prehensiile grasps witth contacts
occurriing between thhe fingers, theyy were again ssub-divided
based oon the number of contacts beetween the object and the
split-hoook. These aree limited to tw
wo contacts (uusually for
“precission grasps” onn small objects)), four contactss (often for
long, thhin objects, annd often involvving both the ffingers and
an addiitional feature such as the “thhumb”), or areea contacts,
where a large portionn of the entire ggrip material ssurface was
in conttact with the object, whichh is sometimees used in
combinnation with thhe “clamp”. T
The entire taxxonomy is
organizzed from left tto right based on an increase in object
grasp ssecurity which is strongly corrrelated to the number of
contactts between the hook and the oobject.
Note that a few parrticular grasps,, marked with an asterisk
in Fig. 3, typically caannot be achievved without thee use of the
contralaateral hand orr terminal devvice. Partly duue to their
compleexity and the ggeometry of thhe objects useed in them,
these ggrasps generallly require propper position off the object
with reespect to the spplit-hook and w
were not achievvable when
trying tto pick up an object directlyy from a table or drawer.
For exaample, the com
mmon “Thumbb/Fingers” grassp, used to
hold aan eating orr writing uteensil, requires specific
positionning of the uttensil that is nnot generally achievable
withoutt placing it in tthe grip using tthe other limb.
B. Forrce-based Splitt-hook Taxonom
my
The ssplit-hook force exertion taxoonomy (Fig. 4)) shows the
differennt methods annd limitation of exerting looad on the
environnment. The fiirst categorizattion separatess the force
exertionn based on extternal or internal forces. This division is
very sim
milar to the diivision of nonn-prehensile or prehensile
functioons since all prrehensile graspps require interrnal forces.
The seecond sub-cateegorization is bbased on the factor that
limits the amount oof force that can be exertted on the
environnment. This includes the prosthesis suspension
system,, the elastic ban
ands, and the coontrol cable.
The suspension syystem consists of the entiree apparatus
used too fixate the prrosthesis to thee amputee, inccluding the
prostheetic socket annd body pow
wered harnesss. Since a
tradeofff exists betw
ween how tigghtly the proosthesis is
attacheed and the levvel of comfort, the amount of loading
during pushing, pullinng, or lifting iss limited. The achievable
within this cateegory are also llimited by the strength of
loads w
the userr.
The iinternal grippinng forces of the voluntary-oppening split
hook aare generally determined byy the elastic bbands (the
numberr and stiffnesss of which aare chosen byy the user
accordiing to their preeferences, needds, and abilitiees), but can
also bee modulated bby a balance of tension in the bodypowereed control cablee and the elastic bands. Whenn an object
is graspped and all tennsion is releaseed from the conntrol cable,
the maaximum force exertion is ddependent on the elastic
bands, the location oof the object w
within the hoook, and the
size off the object. F
For a standard amount of ellastic band
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Figure 3. The Split-Hook grasp taxo
onomy shows all observed
o
uses for the
t voluntary-openning split-hook as controlled by a boody-powered contrrol cable and
p
the object within the hook using
u
the able handd.
harness. *Grasps only observed by placing

tension, the griip force at the fingers is betw
ween 45-70 N for
f
11-3 cm sized objects.
o
The griip force of a 1 cm sized objeect
inn the clamp caan reach 140 N.
N In Fig. 4, th
he hook is show
wn
ccrushing a peaanut within thee clamp featurre. The user can
c
aalso overpowerr the strength of
o the elastic bands
b
and exerrt a
looad with the outside
o
of the fingers. The limiting
l
factor in
thhis type of graasp is the tensio
on in the body powered contrrol
ccable, minus th
he force requirred to open th
he fingers due to
thhe elastic band
ds, as shown in
n Fig. 4 separatting a stiff rubb
ber
bband.
Often more delicate
d
and fin
ne movements of
o the fingers are
a
rrequired. In th
his case, the user
u
can alter the position and
a
fforce on the control
c
cable such
s
that a mu
uch smaller grrip
fforce is placed
d on the objectt than that of the
t elastic ban
nds
aalone. Ultimateely, the grip force exerted on
n the object is the
t
ddifference betw
ween the load
d in the contro
ol cable and the
t
tension stored in the elastic bands. With a high degree of
cconcentration, the
t user is ablee to grasp deliccate objects likee a
ssmall spring, or
o a compliantt drink lid, as shown in Fig. 4
((far right). Ho
owever, due to
o the required
d tension on the
t
ccable, it can bee difficult for th
he user to keep
p that pose wh
hile
m
moving their arm
a
in space. The force-bassed taxonomy is

sorted from left to riight by the levvel of user conncentration
requireed to perform eeach category oof force exertioon.
IV.

DISCUSSSION

The ttwo taxonomiees presented inn Fig. 3 and 4 show that
the spliit-hook is usedd to perform a wide array off grasp and
interacttion types. Allthough the ggrasp taxonom
my was not
based oon the objects being graspedd, it can be seen that the
achievaable prehensille grasps ecoompass a larrge set of
commoon object sizes and geometriees. Furthermoree, the array
of achiievable grasp types hold m
many objects iin multiple
orientattions, dependiing on the reequirements oof the task
intendeed to be perform
med.
A. Objject Acquisitionn versus Holdiing
A m
major feature of grasp uttilization relattes to the
differennce in acquisittion methods ffor each particcular grasp
type. S
Some of the grrasps are unacchievable withoout careful
preposiitioning of thee object prior tto closing the split-hook.
For exaample, the four
ur-contact, thum
mb/finger grip,, as seen in
Fig. 2 ((bottom) securring a fork, is only achieved if the able
hand poositions the fork within the hhook. This is thhe case for
most grrasp types invoolving multiplee contacts withh the thumb
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plit-hook force tax
xonomy shows thee methods of forcee exertion utilized by split-hook userrs. The organizatioon is based on the limitation to
Figure 4. The sp
the maximum forrce exerted and thee amount of user concentration
c
requiired to achieve thaat particular task.

oor clamp. Preposition of objeects is observeed in able hum
man
hhand manipulation when onee grasp type iss used to pick up
thhe object befo
ore within-han
nd manipulatio
on transitions the
t
oobject into a more
m
stable or useful grasp. With the lack of
w
within hand maanipulation in the split-hook, the object mu
ust
bbe placed in th
he hook in thee exact positio
on for use whiich
pplaces a large demand
d
on thee contralateral hand or termin
nal
ddevice for mucch of the practical function of
o the hook. Th
his
sshows that not only is the grrasp importantt, but the meth
hod
oof acquiring it
i in order to determine its relevance and
a
ppractical usagee to both unillateral and bilateral amputeees
ddoing unilateral and bilateral tasks.
The necessity
y for careful prrepositioning prior
p
to achieviing
a useful grasp position may lead to the high
h
incidence of
nnon-prehensile uses of the split-hook orr other termin
nal
ddevices. In factt, the most com
mmon grasps seen
s
in the vid
deo
oof the split-ho
ook user weree non-prehenssile grasps, with
w
w
within-finger two-contact
t
grrasps the nextt most commo
on.
S
Similar results were found by
b Fraser [10]. If a unilateeral
aamputee requirres the use of the able haand to assist the
t
terminal devicee in holding or using an objecct, then it may be
eeasier to simplly perform the task completeely with the ab
ble
hhand. Perhaps since
s
non-preh
hensile function
ns do not requ
uire
thhis additionaal effort and
d require very
v
little usser
cconcentration, they
t
are perforrmed more freq
quently.
B
B. Modificatio
ons of Hooks/ New
N Hook Desiigns
Designers haave seen limitations to the traditional spllithhook design an
nd proposed allternative featu
ures or actuatiion
m
methods [1]. We
W can easily see how the features
f
added to
thhe hook could
d expand, or fill in, the grasp taxonomies
ppresented in th
his paper. Fig. 5 shows two additional ho
ook
tyypes including
g the “Work Hook”
H
(middlee) and the Sierrra
vvoluntary closing hook (rig
ght) [1]. The work hook was
w
aappropriately named
n
based on the additiion of the larrge
ccylindrical opeening between the fingers. This
T
opening was
w
inntended to grasp the handle of
o a broom or shovel.
s
When we
w

look att the grasp taxoonomy in Fig. 3, we see thatt this offers
a moree robust alternnative to the four-contact ffinger-span
grasp tyype.
Whille the work hhook partially addresses it, one major
limitatiion to the capaabilities of the ssplit hook is thhe lack of a
robust m
medium and laarge diameter ppower grasp (ooften called
“wrap grasps” as theey involve a large amount of contact
betweeen grasper andd object to suppport large loaads). These
power grasps make uup a large porttion of grasps for human
hands, yet are not ccapable of beiing performedd using the
standarrd split-hook. The lack of a large power grasp was
made uup for by utilizzing the split--hook wearer’ss body and
often saandwiching larrge cylindricall items betweeen the hook
or prostthesis socket aand their chest or stomach.
Whenn looking at tthe force exertion capabilitties of the
split-hoook, it is clear that there are limitations baased on the
nature of any volunttary opening teerminal devicee, the most
importaant of which is the inabilityy to close tighhter on an
object than the limitaation imposedd by the elasticc bands. If
the devvice were a vvoluntary clossing split-hookk, the load
could bbe directly sppecified by thhe tension in the body
powereed cable. One drawback is that this tenssion would
need too be maintaineed while holding an object. The Sierra
voluntaary closing hoook lacks the clamp featuree but does
offer thhe ability to exxert larger forces within thee fingers of
the hoook. The voluntaary-closing operation gives tthe benefits
as desccribed above buut also featuress a lock that will hold the
hook in position whhen the tensioon is releasedd from the
controll cable (althouugh this lockinng feature cann be a bit
cumberrsome and som
metimes unreliaable).
In adddition to thesse changes in the split hoook designs,
numeroous task speciffic hook-type tterminal devicees are sold.
These types of devicces do not atttempt to span the entire
space of required ggrasp types, but focus soolely on a
particullar aspect suchh as holding a baseball glovee or fishing
rod [1]..
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Figure 5. Basic Hosmer 5X hook
k (left) compared to
t the “Work Hoo
ok”
S
Hook (right)) [1].
(middle) and the Sierra

V.

CONCLUSION
NS AND FUTURE
E WORK

Using the split-hook taxono
omy, we can eaasily compare the
t
ffunctional use of the hook with both human
n hand and oth
her
pprostheic hand use. Although
h the split-hoo
ok has the abillity
too perform a wide variety of functions, it laacks in the abillity
too acquire all the grasps witthout assistancce from the ab
ble
hhand and the ability
a
to exert forces is limitted by the natu
ure
oof the voluntarry opening con
ntrol strategy. We believe th
hat
thhe presented taaxonomies can
n allow for mo
ore detailed graasp
aanalysis in order to compaare and betterr understand the
t
ffunction of num
merous termin
nal devices. Allthough we haave
cclassified the types of graspss achievable by the split-hoo
ok,
w
we would lik
ke to get a better undersstanding of the
t
im
mportance of each
e
grasp typee based on the frequency of use
u
oor the types of grasped objects that are morre important th
han
oothers. This an
nalysis has beeen performed for
f able hands in
[5,6,7], but non
n-prehensile fu
unctions of the hand were rareely
cclassified and recorded.
r
To do
d so with term
minal devices, we
w
w
would like to extend
e
our vid
deo analysis for a much greaater
nnumber of subjjects and taskss, as well as to
o include loggiing
oof grasp typee and duratio
on to enable calculations of
sstatistical distriibution of grassp type utilizattion. This wou
uld
aadd an addition
nal element rellated to the im
mportance of eaach
ggrasp listed in the taxonomy and therefore allow for a mo
ore
innformative deecision making
g process for the designer of
pprosthetic hand
ds depending on
o the usage and
a functionallity
rrequired by the end user.
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